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Big thanks to A.IGaming for his support on the Brawl Stars Video Guides. Feel free to send him some love and follow him on 
Twitter!

A.I. Gaming
Twitter handle: @ailovesgaming



What are Brawlers?

Fast-paced multiplayer battles from the makers of Clash of Clans, Clash Royale and Boom Beach.

Battle with friends or solo across a variety of game modes in under three minutes. Unlock and upgrade dozens of Brawlers with powerful 
super abilities. Purchase and collect unique skins to stand out and show off in the arena. Join or start a club to share tactics and fight 
together.

There are 30 Brawlers in Brawl Stars

• TROPHY ROAD- Colt

Colt is a Trophy Road that is unlocked as a Trophy Road reward
upon reaching 60 Trophies. 



Trophy Road Brawlers - Colt

Colt is a Trophy Road that is unlocked as a Trophy Road reward upon reaching 60 Trophies. 

Colt fires an accurate burst of bullets from his dual revolvers. His Super shreds cover and extends the bullet barrage!

He has a rather low amount of hitpoints, but high damage output. He fires a total of six shots per attack, and those shots have a very long range. 

His Super is very similar to his main attack, but it fires an extra-long volley of twelve shots that can destroy obstacles. 

His first Star Power, Slick Boots, gives him 10% movement speed which he would run faster and his second Star Power, Magnum Special, increases 
his main attack's range and bullet speed by 11%.



Normal Attack – Six Shooters

Colt shoots six straight long-range shots out of his revolvers. Best used at enemies standing still, running away, or straight at you!

Super – Bullet Strom

Colt rattles off a massive burst of bullets that shoot extra far and destroy cover. Remove hiding places for enemies, clear a path, or just 
burst down enemies. Colt's Super is versatile that can be used for different offensive situations!



Slick Boots

Colt's movement speed is increased letting you move around the map faster, and get to objectives first and pick off 
more targets in a shorter amount of time!

Magnum Special

Colt's main attack range and bullet speed are increased by 11%. This Star Power allows Colt to become nearly 
untouchable!



Various skins you can acquire for Colt.

Default. Rockstar (30 Gems) Royal Agent (150 Gems) Outlaw (500 Star Points) Corsair (150 Gems)



Gem Grab –

• Colt's shots do good damage in mid to long range. He is very effective in Gem Grab because he can easily shoot down enemies 
before they can come close to the gem mine.

• Colt's shots are fired in a straight line, making them powerful if every shot connects. Surprise enemies by hiding in bushes, doing 
snipe shots to overpower them, and keep them away from the gem mine.

Showdown – 

• Colt has high DPS but his health bar is not the best. It's recommended to keep hidden to ambush enemies and not meet them head-
on to deal the most damage.

• Keep Colt a distance away from Brawlers with high HP such as Bull and El Primo. This way, he can whittle down their high health with 
his long-range attacks.



• Colt's Super allows him to shoot high damage bullets in long range plus it also destroys walls & obstacles. Use his Super to burst 
down on an enemy Brawler hiding behind cover.

Heist – 

• Colt's normal shots are already long-range. You can easily use him as a defensive Brawler, keeping enemies away with his warning 
shots.

• Since Colt's Super is able to destroy cover, he can deal direct & huge amounts of damage to the enemy safe from a distance away.

• Wait until enemy Brawlers are pushing forward then sneak towards the enemy safe, they won't notice you hitting it because you're 
hidden and your attacks are long-range



Bounty – 

• Colt's long range shots are very powerful in Bounty. He can easily finish off retreating enemies and damage incoming pusher from 
afar.

• Colt can deal really good damage if you keep him alive. Stay behind ally Brawlers with higher HP - you'll be safe and you can still 
damage opponents with your long-range shots.

Brawl Ball – 

• Colt does very good damage in long-range so he can easily harass the enemy team when they have control of the ball. Pick them off 
from a distance to give your team space to get to the ball.

• best use for Colt's Super in Brawl Ball is to shoot down the walls blocking the path to the goal. You'll create a straight path for your 
team's ball handler to score a goal!



Boss Fight – 

• Despite having a high damage and long range, Colt is a squishy Brawler. Make sure to keep a safe distance against the boss while 
focusing your fire on it.

Big Game –

• Colt is a straightforward damage dealer that can hurt the big Brawler with his normal and Super attacks. His long range will keep him 
safe since he doesn't need to be close to be effective.



If  this 
video please like and 

 for more 
Brawl Stars content.


